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段 1、With the rapid development of science and technology

/market-oriented economy/higher education, an increasing number

of people are concerned about the problem of⋯ in our daily life. 2

、It is well-known to all of us that the problem of ⋯ has existed for a

long time in our society. 3、Nowadays, there has been a growing

concern among the general public about the issue of 主题 in our

daily life. 第二段 1、Concerning the above-mentioned problem,

people have come up with various view on its causes/reasons as

illustrated below.(1、2、3) 2、So far as I know, some driving

factors that contribute to the above-mentioned problem can be

summarized/illustrated as follows. 3、Obviously, the reasons that

lead to the problem of ⋯ can be listed as follows. Among all the

important reasons, what we should emphasize is⋯ Another reason

that we can not neglect is⋯ Another reason that can not be

neglected is⋯ 第三段 1、Based on what has been discussed above/

so far, it follows that some solutions should be found to solve the

problem of 主题. 2、As far as I am concerned, it is high time that we

adopted some measures to settle the problem of ⋯ 3、Then, how

should we settle the problem of ⋯ ? Here are some suggestions,

which may be of some help. Model 2 积极有利型 思路： 1、介绍

话题＋重要性的提示 2、具体描述重要性/为什么？ 3、如何

发扬光大/如何做/建议/措施 第一段 1、Nowadays, ⋯ has been



playing an increasingly important role in our society. ( not only ⋯

but also) 2、With the rapid development of science and technology

/ With the increasing improvement of people’s living standard, an

increasing number of people come to realize that ⋯ 3、 It is widely

acknowledged that 主题 is something that we can not do without,

especially in such an intensely competitive society. 第二段 1、It

goes without saying that the significance of ⋯ can be seen clearly in

the following aspects. 2、Generally speaking, the advantages /

importance of ⋯ can be clearly listed as follows. It is extremely

difficult for us to imagine what our modern life would be like without

⋯ Of all the valuable things, I believe that ⋯ is the most important.

Without it, there will be no respect, no trust and ultimately no

society. 第三段 1、As the above-discussed issue is becoming more

and more important, it is obvious that we can promote it in the

following ways. 2、Based on what has been analyzed above, we

should redouble our efforts to ⋯ 3、According to what has been

discussed above, it is imperative that we adopt some effective steps to

⋯ Model 3 利弊分析型 思路： 1、描述现象 2、介绍观点（第

二段，利；第三段，弊） 3、作者观点/结论 第一段 1、When

it comes to ⋯ some people maintain that 观点一. Others argue that 

观点二. There is probably some truth in both arguments. 2、When

it comes to ⋯, it is the belief of some people that 观点一, and it is

argued, however, by other people that 观点二. There is ⋯

arguments. 3、With the fantastic development of higher education,

different people have different attitudes towards ⋯ Some people are

in favor of ⋯ . while others are against ⋯ 第二段 1、To some



people, the advantages of ⋯ can/may include the following points. 2

、Generally speaking, there are several main advantages of ⋯ On

one hand, ⋯On the other hand, ⋯ For one thing, ⋯For another, 

⋯ 第三段 1、However, just as everything has two sides, ⋯ also has

some disadvantages. 2、However, just as every coin has two sides,

there is no exception to the above-discussed issue of ⋯ 3

、Nevertheless, the negative effects of ⋯ are also obvious/apparent.

To begin with, ⋯ In addition,⋯ 第四段 1、Weighing up the

advantages and disadvantages of ⋯ We are inclined to believe that

the positive sides of ⋯ outweigh its negative ones. Therefore, we

should make full use of its benefits. while on the other hand, we had

better manage to avoid its harmful effects. 2、Based on what has

been discussed so far, we may reasonably reach the conclusion that

the advantages of ⋯ carry far /much more weight than its

disadvantages, and we sincerely believe that ⋯ will play an

increasingly important role in our modern society. Therefore, we

should make full use of its benefits. while on the other hand, we had

better manage to avoid its harmful effects. Model 4 A/B比较型 思路

： 1、介绍现象A/B 2、描述现象A（优、缺） 3、描述现象B

（优、缺） 4、作者的观点 第一段 1、When asked about which

is more important: Career or family, different people will offer

different answers. Some people believe that 观点一. while others

argue that 观点二 2、Nowadays, the topic of ⋯ is becoming the

most popular one in our society. However, there are two

choices/opinions concerning it. Some people say ⋯ is their favorite.

Others argue that ⋯ is their favorite. 第二段 It is beyond any



question that ⋯ is characterized by some aspects as follows. (1、2)

However, we have to mention its weak points that may go along

with. One typical point is ⋯ 第三段 In comparison / Likewise / In a

similar way, ⋯ also shows some features as listed below. 1,2. Of

course, ⋯ has many harmful sides as well. The most important one is

⋯ 第四段 As shown in our previous discussion, both bear some

distinctive features, including strong points and weak sides. If I am

allowed to make a choice /decision, I would prefer ⋯ to ⋯ mainly

out of the following two considerations. For one thing, ⋯ For

another, ⋯ 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直接下载。
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